
Bible Minor 

Old Testament Literature: Wisdom Literature 

Class 01: Wisdom Literature Genre 

 
 

Class Schedule (90 minutes total) 

*Please arrive on time* 

10-15 minutes  Fellowship at your table (get to know each other) 

15 minutes  Pre-Video Discussion Questions 

30-40 minutes  Class via Video 

10-15 minutes  Post-Video Discussion Questions 

5 minutes  Closing Thoughts and Dismissal 

Feel free to stay around and hang out after class 

 

 

Pre-Video Discussion Questions 

1. Please take the time and have each person formally introduce themselves. Possibly tell where you 

work, go to school/college, and how long you’ve been going to our church. 

2. Have someone read this important statement from our church leadership concerning this class 

“There will be a lot of information that you will learn over the next several weeks. Some of the 

information will be life-changing because you’ve never heard something taught quite like this before. 

However, there may be other moments in this class when you struggle keeping up or don’t understand 

a concept or teaching. During those moments, please focus on what you understand and not what you 

don’t. Understanding the Scriptures is a lifetime of study, not an instant grasping of every truth. Be 

patient with yourself. Ask God for help when you don’t understand. Most of all, don’t quit learning. 

These classes are meant to provide a greater knowledge of God that leads you to know and love Him 

more.” 

3. If it were up to you to describe what the “good life” looks like, how would you define it? 

4. The books we will be studying over the next couple weeks (wisdom books) tell us how the world is 

supposed to work; however, the advice is usually conditional based on our obedience or 

disobedience. Why do you find it difficult to live obediently, even when you know it will often cause 

pain in your life? 

 

 

Post-Video Discussion Questions 

1. Define wisdom in practical terms and, with your group, develop one scenario of how wisdom should 

work in daily life. 

2. Regarding journaling, what are the potential benefits in your life? How could you implement 

journaling into your life if you’re not already doing it? 

3. What does it mean that wisdom literature should not be interpreted as prophecies or promises? 


